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Site Character – West Valley
Overlook Development
•
•
•
•

Rock Outcroppings
West foothills
Cottonwoods &
Drainages
Willowscapes Golf
Course
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Architectural Character – West Valley
Adjacent to
Overlook
Development
•
•
•
•

Disparate Styles
Disparate Densities
Varying Quality
Different “Edges”
to the property
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Development Framework-West Valley

•
•

•

•
•

Production Lots
Repeating Floor
Plans, Limited
Elevations
Streamlined Plan
Review & Approval
Process
Prescriptive
Guidelines
60’-65’ x 100’ lot
sizes, Typical
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Character – West Valley
•

•

•
•

Blend of natural
terrain with high
quality production
homes
Attention to
Architectural
Accents
60’-65’ lots, Typ.
More manicured
look than nearby
developments
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Site – West Valley Lots
Site Considerations
•
•
•

RVs shall not remain parked on site for more than
60 days.
Fence types shall be per HOA standard
Retaining walls:
–
–
–
–

•

•

PAVESTONE CAFÉ RUMBLESTONE OR EQUAL
COLOR: BROWN
SUBMIT ALTERNATES FOR APPROVAL
ADHERE TO JEFFERSON COUNTY ENGINEERING CODE
AND PERMITTING PROCESS.

Deck extensions will be reviewed for approval on
lots adjacent to and back up to open space tracts
only.
All grades to conform to existing grading
certificate as provided by builder.
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Site - Fencing
Standard Fence
HOA Fence

Stain color for all fences shall be:
Olympic Elite SEMI-TRANSPARENT STAIN,
COLOR: OLIVEWOOD
SIDE FENCE TO BE INSTALLED AT HOME
OWNER’S DISCRETION
FRONT FENCE TO BE INSTALLED BY
HOME OWNER

Lot Fence typical
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Site – Lot Fencing
Fencing Layout
•
•
•
•

Fence line should be at property
line or right of way(row)
Front setback to be 5’ min,, 10’
max. based on architecture
4’-0” is min. setback between
sidewalk and fence line
Stain color for all fences shall
be: Olympic Elite Semitransparent stain, color:
olivewood
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Site - Privacy Screen

The purpose of the Privacy Screen is to shield from view ancillary structures such as hot
tubs, or to also provide some privacy for homeowners while using the patio area to the
rear of the home. Ideally privacy would be gained by using approved strategically placed
shrubs, hedges, bushes or trees where space allows, or a combination of a small screen
and plantings.
The goal is to provide the homeowner desired privacy without upsetting the natural beauty
of the Lyons Ridge community. Please note that a Privacy Screen is not meant to be a
supplementary fence.
(These are guidelines only and the Lyons Ridge Community Committee and the LRMD reserve
the right to approve or deny each request based solely on what is deemed best for the
entire community.)
*A detailed description with dimensions and drawing or pictures, with desired placement
must be submitted with the landscape approval request.

08/22/2019

Site - Privacy Screen, cont.

Privacy Screens Shall:
•
Be made of cedar, and stained a natural wood color or to match the home's paint
scheme. Alternatively, screens can be made of materials consistent with the home
construction to match the look and color of the home. A privacy screen must also not be a
solid fence and must contain some type of lattice, slotted or similar construction.
•
*Be at least 6 feet tall, but not exceed 8 feet tall from the base/ground level. Nor
shall it exceed 16 feet in length. Dimensions of the Privacy Screen should be sufficient to
screen the homeowner's view of adjoining property structures or neighbor's view of
ancillary structures. (Any screen above 6' tall must make sense based upon placement and
distance from home and slope of the grade. Example - building an 8' tall screen when a 6'
tall screen would give the desired privacy will not be allowed in order not to obstruct
neighborhood views of the mountain surroundings.)
•
Plantings or shrubs etc. placed around the screen for softening purposes for
neighbors are suggested.
•
Not be within 5 feet of the property line and be located parallel to and in inside of or
in line with the side wall of the home where practical to fulfill the desired effect.
(Directionally Front to back.) A Privacy Screen must also not obstruct the view of the
surrounding mountainous landscape.
•
Be located exclusively to the rear of the home and not in the side setback areas.

Landscape – West Valley Lots
Planting Considerations
•
•
•

•

•

Site planting shall be
concentrated on each lot.
Plant material shall be selected
to create a cohesive streetscape.
Each lot shall be planted in
collaboration with the adjacent
lot(s).
Construction Documents for
Planting shall be submitted
within 60 days of closing.
All planting shall be installed
within 90 days of Construction
Document approval. Except when
approved between Oct. 15-March
15. Upon building completion
during this time plantings shall
be installed by May 15.
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Landscape – West Valley Lots
Planting Considerations
•

FRONT YARD
-Minimum Two (2)* of the following:
• deciduous shade tree (3” caliper minimum)
• ornamental tree (2” caliper minimum)
• evergreen tree (8’-10’ ht. minimum)
*At least one required to be evergreen.
• Combination of turf areas and shrub and
groundcover bed areas.
• Shrub and Groundcover beds must cover no less
than 30%, and no more than 75% of the total
front yard area.
• Rock Mulch to be native colors. 1 ½” to 2” river
rock and 8”-12” cobble are acceptable. Submit
sample with drawings for approval.
• Double shredded redwood fiber mulch (Gorilla
Hair)
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Landscape – West Valley Lots
Planting Considerations
•

SIDE & REAR YARDS
- At least one* each of the following:
• deciduous shade tree (2-1/2” caliper minimum)
• evergreen tree (8’-10’ ht. minimum)
*additional trees encouraged
- Combination of turf areas, ornamental
grasses, shrub and groundcover bed areas.
- Large expanses of mulch or bed areas
without substantial shrub or groundcover
plantings are unacceptable
- Approval of native grass seed and wildflower
plantings will be based upon proximity to open
space areas and visibility within the community
• Rock Mulch to be native colors. 1 ½” to 2”
river rock and 8”-12” cobble are acceptable.
Submit sample with drawings for approval.
• Double shredded redwood fiber mulch
(Gorilla Hair)
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Landscape Approval Process–West Valley

Standards
•

•

•

•

Ensure
Development scale
as well as lot
scale Design
integrity
DRC involvement
from schematic to
completion
Enforce care &
attention to detail
for each home
A $200 per lot
review fee will be
charged by the
DRC.
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Design Guidelines - Architectural
Character
•

•

•
•

•

•

The topography and street layout for the
West Valley lots have been designed to
accentuate the hillside and western views.
Vertical variation of lots will create visual
interest along streetscapes and across the
interior open space.
Home designs that take advantage of the
vertical aspect of the site are encouraged.
Design that incorporate massing that
respects (rather than ignores) the
topography will be favored.
Window groupings and orientations should be
consciously emphasized in the direction of
each lot’s views.
Roofing materials and detailing should be
used to help enrich the visual appearance of
each home, as along the streets and across
lot groupings.
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Design Guidelines - Architectural
Massing/Proportion/Scale
•

•

•

•

•

Home designs developed around more than one
vertical axis should produce more interesting
roof lines and opportunities for roof form
expression
Large, unbroken walls are not considered in
keeping with the desired character of the
development. Therefore, varying vertical planes
within each elevation, stepped walls, covered
entries and integrated decks are encouraged.
No “Big Box” design.
Upper levels should be smaller than the
building footprint in order to reduce the
overall scale of each home and to provide
additional opportunities to introduce varying
roof elements.
Plan type and elevation options within a plan
type need to be sufficiently varied to avoid
street scene monotony.
Identical plan/elevation types must be separate
by a minimum of two intervening lots on the
same side of the street and at least one lot on
the opposite side of the street.
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Design Guidelines - Architectural
Elevations and Exterior Materials
•

•

•
•
•

•

•
•

•

All homes to have plane breaks on at least three
elevations. An offset of at least 24” is required
to qualify as a plane break.
All homes must have at least two plate heights,
with two-story homes having a minimum of three
plate heights.
Material changes shall start and stop at inside
corners.
Window trim and details shall be consistent on
all elevations.
Quality material such as natural stone, acrylicbased stucco and wood enhancements should be
used wherever possible. Brick is not a preferred
material.
Composite wood products may be used in both
horizontal, vertical and shingle configurations,
as well as for trim, fascia and soffits.
Roofing shall be concrete tile.
Play equipment, including playhouses, shall be wood or
,
natural toned metal
or plastic equipment. Bold,
contrasting colors are not permitted.
Trampolines to be natural colors.
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Design Guidelines - Architectural
Enhanced Elevations
Must include two of the following:
•

•

•

•

Additional detailing or articulation is
added (e.g. added trim around openings; bay
windows, planter boxes or eyebrow roofs;
multiple siding types/sizes) to the vertical
wall surface.
Varying paint colors of different elements
can be used to accentuate individual
elements, as long as the color palette is
coordinated and reinforces the
architecture. Color palette shall be muted,
natural tones taking cues from the native
Site Character.
Higher quality materials are 35% or more
of the vertical wall surface (e.g. Acrylic
based stucco or stone)
Decks, built of materials consistent with
the rest of the home, and extending 1/2 or
more of the length of an elevation, with
code required handrails and stairways,
also built of materials consistent with the
rest of the home. Unclad 4x4 posts are
not acceptable.
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Design Guidelines - Elevations
Elevation Cladding
Enhanced elevation
Covered deck
Optional covered deck
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Design Guidelines - Architectural
Garage Variety
•

A variety of garage configurations, including
side loaded, are encouraged. The goal is a
diverse street scape.

Garage doors
•

•

•

All homes to feature architecturally detailed
garage doors constructed of quality materials
such as steel or wood. Flat faced doors are not
acceptable.
Garage door detailing (color, finish, window
style, hardware, etc.) should be consistent with
the architectural character of the home and
surrounding neighborhood.
Panelized, Insulated garage doors are required.

Lighting
•

Garage lighting shall be on motion detector
control only. All light shall be cast within the
lot property lines.
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Design Guidelines - Architectural
Ancillary Structures
•

•

•

•

The following Storage sheds are permitted:
o
Custom structures constructed in the same style and with the same
materials as the home.
o
Pre-fabricated custom or semi-custom sheds (such as Tuff Shed products)
that are detailed to coordinate with the home.
o
Large plastic sheds are not permitted.
Other Considerations:
o

Asphalt shingles are permitted in lieu of tile but must coordinate with the
house roof color. Fiberglass, metal, or plastic roofs are not permitted.

o

Total size is limited to 150 sq. ft. and 18' maximum height.

o

Sheds must be setback an additional 10' from the side or rear setback.

o

Sheds must be incorporated into the landscape and have surrounding plant
material to screen from rear and side neighbors. Lots adjacent to the golf
course must have dense landscaping screening.

o

Sheds may not be visible from the front view of the home.

o

Conform to County site standards

Small Storage:
o
Small storage sheds / containers are permitted without a permit, but must
be placed adjacent to the house in the rear or side yard, not visible to the
front view of the home.
o
Small storage sheds may not exceed 4' in width and/ or 7' in height.
Trashcan Screening:
o
Screening for trash cans will be reviewed on a case-by-case basis.

July 2017 update

Architecture Approval Process–West Valley

Standards
•

•

•

•

•

Developer led
Community
Development
review process
Ensure
Development scale
as well as lot
scale Design
integrity
DRC involvement
from schematic to
completion
Enforce care &
attention to detail
for each home
A $200 per lot
review fee will be
charged by the
DRC.
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Plan Approval Forms–West Valley

Review Forms
•
•
•
•

Review application
Fee schedule
Review type
Forms will be provided
upon request or available
online at:

LYONSRIDGEMETRO.ORG/LYONS-RIDGE
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